
Year 5 Week 9:  Explorers and Expeditions  

Hopefully, you are finding some of the activities linked to our mini-topic of explorers and expeditions 

interesting.  This week, we are continuing to look at explorers and expeditions, but this time learning 

about some ‘Expedition Leaders of the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration’.  Find out more in the 

activities below.  

If you have any issues accessing the content, or would like some guidance with the activities, some 

support with trying to maintain motivation (the children’s) or to share some examples of work or 

activities, please email your child’s class teacher at either 6C@greattotham.essex.sch.uk  or 

6G@greattotham.essex.sch.uk respectively and they will respond as soon as possible.    

Maths  

The focus this week is on fractions.  The work sheets provide a range of problem types, including 

some more open-ended examples.  The video links should give a quick reminder of how to solve the 

different types of problems.  Remember, you can access the library on My Maths to find some 

guidance to help you. Log in to the My Maths school main site (not your individual log-in).  On the 

left of the page is the library section.  Click on number, then fractions and scroll down to find the 

relevant lessons for Y5 on equivalent fractions, converting and ordering and comparing fractions.  

 

If you are looking for some extra work, you could try these web pages: 

https://garyhall.org.uk/maths-objectives/167/compare-and-order-fractions-whose-denominators-

are-all-multiples-of-the-same-number 

 

https://garyhall.org.uk/maths-objectives/169/recognise-mixed-numbers-and-improper-fractions-

and-convert-from-one-form-to-the-other-and-write-mathematical-statements-1-as-a-mixed-

number-eg-2-5-4-5-6-5-1-1-5 

 

https://nrich.maths.org/search/?search=fractions&tab=1&fs=110110001000111  

which have some further activities if you would like them.   

 

  Year 5 

 

Activity 1  Equivalent fractions 

https://vimeo.com/415436912 

Activity 2  Convert between improper fractions and mixed numbers 

https://vimeo.com/415436982 

Activity 3  Compare and order fractions less than 1 

https://vimeo.com/415437066 

Activity 4  Ordering fractions 

https://corbettmathsprimary.com/2018/07/21/ordering-fractions-video/ 

  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button  Keep practising your times-tables recall.  
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English  

This week, our English reading and writing activities are based around Antarctic explorers, who 

braved inhospitable conditions during their expeditions. 

  Year 5 

Reading 

Comprehension  

Read the Ernest Shackleton reading comprehension text and answer the 

comprehension questions.  There is a choice of levels, with one star being the 

easiest and three star being the most challenging.  

Writing 1  It is reported that Shackleton placed an advert in The Times newspaper saying:  

‘Men wanted for hazardous journey. 

Small wages, bitter cold, long months of complete darkness, constant danger, 

safe return doubtful. 

Honour and recognition in case of success.’ 

Create an advert to encourage people to join you on an expedition of your 

choice (the expedition could be to anywhere you would like to go).   

 Think carefully about what you will write to make the expedition sound 

appealing. 

 What qualities will people need? Why? 

 What will they gain from joining you on your expedition? 

Remember to use some persuasive writing features to convince the reader to join 

you. 

Think carefully about how to present your work. 

Remember to use a variety of sentence openers and some powerful vocabulary 

choices.  

Edit and improve your work once you have finished to check that you have used 

your Y5 writing skills. 

Writing 2  Look at the picture and read the story starter 

Continue the story of the journey across Antarctica. 

Will the team make it across the lake? 

You may find it helpful to make a note of your ideas or discuss them with an 

adult.  Think about how to build suspense and slowly reveal details to the reader 

to keep them engaged in your writing. 

Try to add more detail by using some expanded noun phrases and subordinate 

clauses.  Make sure you describe the setting and characters well for the reader. 

Read through your writing when you have finished and edit and improve your 

work.  Remember to check your spellings! 

Spelling/grammar  Spelling Rule 41 - Words ending in –able and –ible Words ending in –ably and –

ibly (1 of 2) 

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/35/41-Words-ending-in-able-and-ible-

Words-ending-in-ably-and-ibly-1-of-2  Use the website link to access some online 

spelling activities. 

If you are unable to access the site, you could try to learn the words using look, 

cover, write check or other spelling activities you have used in school.  The words 

are: 

adorable   adorably   applicable   considerable   considerably 

changeable   forcible   dependable   comfortable   enjoyable 

horrible   horribly   incredible   incredibly 

  

Have you managed to find any interesting books about explorers or voyages?  Remember you can 

read information texts too.  
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Foundation Subjects  

History and Geography: Sir Ernest Shackleton is famous for his expeditions to the South Pole.  Watch 

the animation to find out more about him:  https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-

resources/subject-knowledge-animation-shackleton/ 

Go to the Discovering Antarctica Website: http://www.discoveringantarctica.org.uk to find out more 

information about Antarctica.  There are some activities and additional film clips you might be 

interested in. 

https://discoveringantarctica.org.uk/activities/wilderness_challenge/activity.php  Once you have 

found out some information about Antarctica, you may want to try the Wilderness Challenge.  

Choose one of the following activities (you could do more if you would like to)! 

Activity 1:  Read the information on the Antarctica – A Curious Continent sheet.  Answer the key 

questions on the sheet.  Use an atlas to look in more detail at the South Pole and Antarctica.  

Activity 2: Using a map or Google Earth, can you find the places Shackleton visited on his 

expeditions?  

Activity 3:  Create a fact-file about Antarctica.  You may want to do some additional research.  You 

could include information about the climate, the physical geography, the animals and plants found 

there, how living things survive etc. 

Activity 4:  Use the Shackleton information document and the Endurance Timeline to find out more 

about Sir Ernest Shackleton and his expeditions.  Create an illustrated timeline to show what you 

have learnt. 

 

 

Design Technology:  Designing clothes and gadgets 

Project Brief: Design your own polar expedition clothing  

In the book, You Wouldn’t Want to Be on Shackleton’s Polar Expedition by Jen Green, the crew 

members’ clothing is described as consisting of long underwear and thick socks with a pullover and 

trousers on top, a windbreaker jacket, woollen hat, gloves and heavy boots.  

Tasks:   

1)  Research 21st-century expedition clothing and design your own outfit to undertake a modern 

polar expedition.  

2)  Create a labelled diagram of your outfit explaining why you have chosen the clothing and 

accessories that you have included?  

You could look at the properties of different types of modern materials and compare these to the 

types of materials that were available in 1914 when Shackleton’s team began their expedition.  

Extension activity: after designing the clothing for your expedition, research other equipment that 

you feel would be useful on the journey. Are there any modern gadgets or items of technology that 

would help in a polar exploration?  Or you could be really creative and design your own!  Remember 

to make labelled diagrams and explain how the gadgets would work. 
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RE: What is pilgrimage?  Jewish Pilgrimage  

To continue to link to our theme of exploration (journeys) and to further our understanding of how 

pilgrimages are important to different religions, this week we will look at Jewish pilgrimage.  As you 

find out information, think about how this compares to other religions. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/what-does-jerusalem-mean-to-jewish-

people/z76d7nb 

Watch the video clip to find out about Jewish Pilgrimage.  Then read the Judaism and Pilgrimage 

sheet.  

If possible, discuss some of the questions with your mum or dad, or you could write your ideas in 

your book. 

Task:  If you were to visit the Western Wall and leave a prayer between the stones, what would 

you write?  Think carefully about what to include and illustrate your work.  

 

 

PE:  Please try to do some form of physical activity every day.  There are links on the school website 

to some on-line activities or perhaps you could come up with your own activities. Have you found a 

new type of activity which you enjoy? 

 

Other Resources    

There continues to be a vast array of online resources accessible for children learning at home. Some 

of the core aspects to this home learning offer are cited below – please also look at the ‘What’s on’ 

section of the website for links to other websites and what’s being offered via social media. These 

are signposts only and parents need to make their own assessments about what is appropriate for 

their child.    

   

Use the click through 
links from the home 
pages to find the year 

group and   
subject of choice.   

https://www.thenational.academy/   

 Use the click through links 
from the home pages to find 
the year group and subject of 
choice.   

   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons   
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